Clinical Trials Sponsorship Process

Pre-Funding

Diagram:

1. FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
   - SEEK HELP FROM PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
2. DRAFT APPLICATION
3. DISCUSS APPLICATION WITH SPONSOR
4. RECEIVE FEEDBACK FROM SPONSOR
   - SEEK ADVICE FROM SPONSOR FOR ALTERNATIVE LEGAL REPRESENTATION
   - OBTAIN 'SPONSORSHIP IN PRINCIPLE' FROM ANOTHER ORGANISATION (i.e. Nuffield)
5. INCLUDE 'SPONSORSHIP IN PRINCIPLE' IN FUNDING APPLICATION
6. SUBMIT APPLICATION TO FUNDER
Post-Funding

1. Funding Awarded

2. Draft Trial Documentation (use CTS SOPs & Guidance Documents)

3. Submit Documents for Clinical Trial Sponsorship Committee Approval

4. Submit Documents for Regulatory Approval

5. Follow University SOPs to Open Trial

6. Receive Green Light Checklist

7. Regulatory and Sponsorship Reporting

8. Analysis, Dissemination & Archiving

Seek Help from Professional Services

Receive Feedback

Incorporation of University Ethics (if relevant)
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